Faculty members run ad Against Cyprus policy
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insight why "one-quarter million innocent people have done nothing should become refugees in their homelands."

Dertouzos said that he "feels strongly" about the issues discussed in the advertisement and is "anxiously to see the issues come to the attention of the proper people in the country."

What was not mentioned in the letter, Dertouzos added, is that "because the trouble had been started by the Greek military junta it should not be inferred that the Greek people wanted or started the trouble."

Zannetos expressed considerable distress over the Cyprus situation, saying the policies of the State Department had "driven a death blow" to Cyprus by encouraging the Turkish invasion of the independent country and allowing it to become "a battle-ground for the differences between the Turkish government and the military government of Greece." He called these policies "a violation of the principles for which the United States stands."

The advertisement was sponsored by the Justice For Cyprus Committee, which label Dukakis as "an advocate of abortion," in several newspapers last week. After Dukakis' campaign officials attacked the advertisements as "knowingly false and misleading and "a smear," Quinn announced that he was withdrawing orders to have them placed in daily newspapers around the state.

The Attorney General reversed himself Friday, however, and ordered that the ad run yesterday and today. Meanwhile, Sargent continued to collect endorsements from important Massachusetts GOP officials in his fight against Sheehan, and also moved to protect himself against a possible victory by Dukakis by gathering liberal support.

Former U.S. Senator Leverett Saltonstall and Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge, two of the most respected Republican figures in the state, came out for the Governor in a joint statement released Friday, five days before the primary.

But even the blessing of these grand old men of the GOP is not expected to modify conservative Republicans, who have been angered by Sargent's appointment of Democrats to key state positions and what they feel is his neglect of his own party.

These conservative forces were further angered when an advertisement appeared this week in the Real Paper and Newton and Brookline weeklies. The advertisement, signed by leading liberal Democrats, proclaimed "We Democrats are waiting for Frank Sargent." Even if Sargent defeats Sheehan in today's voting, he is expected to encounter difficulty in pulling the state Republican party together behind him.
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The Historic OLD VILNA SHUL

16 Phillips St., Beacon Hill

"Last Old Shul in Boston"

Invitd Jewish Friends to join them for the High Holy Days.

Traditional Orthodox Services:

Shabbath Evening Sept. 16 and 17 ................................................ 8pm
Morning Sept. 17 and 18 ................................................ 7:30pm
Yom Kippur Kibul Monday, Sept. 24 ................................................ 6:45pm
Morning Sept. 25 ................................................ 7:30pm

NO CHARGE FOR SEATS